Brainstorming disadvantages of mobile devices
(smart phones & tablets)

1. can make your friends angry when you ignore them

2. _______________________

3. _______________________

4. _______________________

5. _______________________

6. _______________________

7. _______________________

8. _______________________

9. _______________________

10. _______________________

11. _______________________

12. _______________________

13. _______________________

14. _______________________

15. _______________________

16. _______________________

17. _______________________

18. _______________________

19. _______________________

20. _______________________
Disadvantage of mobile devices

1. causes relationship problems
2. annoys people in movie theaters
3. children can break them
4. hackers can steal your personal data
5. people take too many selfies/become narcissists
6. noisy and impolite on trains/transportation
7. you can miss buses/important appointments when you are absorbed by your device
8. can injure yourself when you are distracted
9. people in cars talking on phones cannot concentrate on their surroundings
10. it’s easier for robbers to steal your money with credit card devices and online banking
11. people do not communicate